PService

Application for the configuration and administration of VideoIP systems

Freeware

PService is a powerful application that allows for a comfortable configuration and administration of comprehensive VideoIP systems from Dallmeier.
All in one
The variety of integrated tools makes PService a central and complete service instrument. PService is thus the next step in development and the
perfect substitute for the specific and dedicated Dallmeier tools of the past.
Network scan
PService scans the VideoIP network for Dallmeier devices and lists them in an overview. If desired, PService provides the list with camera previews
and filtered according to various criteria.

Features

■■ Compatible with all Dallmeier recorders from the 4th generation

onwards
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■■ Compatible with all Dallmeier network cameras
■■ Network scan and display of all Dallmeier devices
■■ Preview function for network cameras
■■ Independent definition of virtual systems
■■ Definition of camera groups in one system
■■ Update of the camera and recorder software
■■ Live browser access
■■ Configuration with NetConfig
■■ Changing of IP addresses
■■ Restart of the devices

System requirements

■■ Operating system Microsoft Windows*) XP SP3
■■ Operating system Microsoft Windows 7 (32 / 64 Bit)
■■ CPU Intel Core2Duo 2,0 GHz (or similar)
■■ Working memory 2 GB
■■ Ethernet 100/1000 MBit
■■ Router / switch with broadcast support
■■ Memory capacity 100 MB

Specifications subject to change without notice. Errors and misprints excepted.

Location independent
PService saves the structure and data of the defined virtual systems. And it does so not only for a local network: When installed on a mobile device
PService also saves structure and data of the defined virtual systems for independent networks of different objects.
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Structuring
The independent and easy allocation of the recognised recorders and cameras to various virtual systems allows for an easy and structured display of
the entire VideoIP system.
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